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fallen into difficulty, because it had been forced on various occasions to
support the government. Again, what does Miss Ellery mean by speaking
of Brissot's ' proposition for a council composed of representatives of
the departmental guard' (p. 350) ? It is well known that Brissot, like
other Girondins, desired the formation of a departmental guard to protect
the Convention against the mob of Paris. But did he ever suggest that
this guard should elect a council, and if so, what was this council to do ?
If the passage is more than a confusion of ideas, these words need an
explanation which we do not find. Again, Miss Ellery speaks of ' punish-
ment meted out by the ecclesiastical authorities, such as excommunica-
tions and exemptions' (p. 47). We have not been able to discover what
exemptions in this use signified. It argues some unfamiliarity with the
England of George III to describe Lord Mansfield as a literary man (p. 33).
There are also a number of minute blemishes. De Grave, not De
Graves, is the correct name of the war minister in the spring of 1792.
' Persecution of Bouille's French prisoners' should obviously be ' prose-
cution '. ' Patriotic contribution of one-fourth of the revenue' is an
odd way of describing the well-known patriotic contribution of a fourth
of every man's income. ' Copies of a slave-ship ' is singular for ' copies of
a picture of a slave-ship '. ' Foyer of revolution ' and ' spirit de suite ' are
careless mixtures of French and English. Lastly, Miss Ellery writes in a
language which allows of such locutions as ' the report was ordered
printed '. But with careful revision her book will be of real value.

F. C. M.

A volume entitled Au Service de la Nation, Lettres de Voiontaires
(1792-8) (Paris: Alcan, 1914), by Colonel Ernest Picard, chief of the
historical section of the French General Staff, who died in 1913, has
a peculiar interest of its own. From these letters, the spontaneous and
unaffected expression of the feelings of the young volunteers, can be
gauged the psychology of those troops who won so many victories over
the armies of allied Europe. Couched in the homeliest of language and
largely concerned with the interests of the parents and friends left behind
at home, they are pervaded by a simple yet genuine patriotism. The
letters are divided into five sections according to the different theatres of
war from which they were written. In themselves they constitute a ' human
document' of real interest, whilst the careful editing of the author has
given them a genuine historical value. W. B. W.

In two volumes entitled The Sequel to Catholic Emancipation (London :
Longmans, 1915), which complete the series of histories of the Roman
Catholic church in England under the later vicars apostolic from
1780 to the re-establishment of the hierarchy in 1850, Monsignor
Ward's fairness of judgement and moderation of language are not less
noteworthy than in the earlier instalments of his work. After a full
account of the dispute between Bishop Baines and the Benedictines,
which led to the bishop's foundation of a college at Prior Park, once
the residence of Ralph Allen, he points out how important a restoration
of the hierarchy was felt to be, especially in view of the system of private
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